
AGENDA ITEM No .-..-G ....... 
NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 

COMMITTEE REPORT 

1 To: CORPORATE SERVICES COMMITTEE I Subject: 2008/09 SERVICE 
IMPROVEMENT PLANNING AND 
PERFORMANCE PORTFOLIO 
YEAR END REVIEW From: EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR OF 

CORPORATE SERVICES 

Date: 5 May 2009 Ref: JOH/BN 

I Purpose of the Report 

1.1 The purpose of this report is to inform members of performance results for the second half 
of 2008/09. The report outlines performance relating to service planning activity and 
performance portfolio activity where the results are not within acceptable parameters. 

2 Background 

2.1 Service Improvement Plans: 

2.1.1 Services produce a plan on an annual basis which outlines the key strategic and 
operational improvements planned for coming year. Services are required to provide 
members with a year end review, outlining progress against the improvements identified 
within the 2008/09 service improvement plan. 

2.1.2 In line with best practice, the information contained within this report relates only to 
improvement actions that are not performing as expected. This approach prevents 
‘information overload’, allowing members adequate time to scrutinise and question the 
information contained within the report. 

2.2 Performance Portfolios: 

2.2.1 Services are required to report to members when actual performance falls into one of 
three key areas: 

0 

Indicators not meeting the target set: performance is below the acceptable threshold. 
Indicators surpassing the target set: performance above the acceptable thresholds. 
Indicators previously reported to committee as requiring improvement or surpassing 
targets which are now ’back on track’. 

3 

3.1 

3.2 

Service plan progress 1 October to 31 March 2009 

The Service identified twenty six Improvement Actions which would be undertaken as 
priority areas of continuous improvement during 2008/09. A year end review of each of 
these is provided in the Appendix One. 

The Improvement Actions are supported by a series of forty detailed key actions which 
must be completed to ensure successful delivery of the Improvement Action and 
realisation of outcome(s). Appendix Two provides a brief summary, by ‘exception’ of key 
action progress. From Appendix Two it can be seen that: 

39 key actions are ‘on track’ as at 31 March 2009; and 4 key actions are behind schedule. 
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3.3 

4 

4.1 

4.2 

4.3 

4.4 

Target Threshold Actual 

90 +I-5 76 

Where the progress of a key action falls short of the level anticipated at this point in the 
financial year, then an explanatory note describing any mitigating circumstances, together 
with a note of any action that can be taken to bring the key action ‘back on track’ are 
provided. Similarly, where the progress of key actions exceeds anticipated levels of 
performance and outcomes, then additional information is provided describing the 
success and highlighting where any further or additional activity will be undertaken during 
the remainder of 2008109. 

Variance 

-14 

Indicators requiring improvement 

90 

Central Services: ?4 Freedom of Information responses within 20 working days 

+/-5 18 -72 

I Target I Threshold 1 Actual 1 Variance 1 

Target Threshold Actual 

24 +/-I .2 28.58 

I I I I 100 -1 0 70 - 30 I 

Variance 

-4.58 

Target 

f 10,000,000 

I Target [ Threshold 1 Actual [ Variance 1 

Threshold Actual Va r ia nee 

+/-500,000 f2,173,535 -f 7,826,465 

Target was not met due to the introduction and phasing in of the new national 
on line recruitment system. 

4.5 Property Services: Capital Receipts (f) 

As stated in previous reports, the monies received from capital receipts generally come in 
towards the end of the financial year. Although sites have been marketed, due to the 
current economic climate, interest has been very poor. It is therefore not possible for this 
year’s contribution towards the five year capital receipts target of E50 million to be 
achieved. Due to the economic climate the target for 2009/10 has been reduced to 
f 1,000,000. 
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5 Indicators back on track 

Target Threshold Actuar 

45 +/-5 39 

5.1 Property Services: Rental Income - commercial properties (f) 

Variance 

-6 

Target I Threshold 1 Actual I Variance I 

Target Threshold Actual 

95 -5 100 

r f7,633,532 1 +/-€381,676 1 f7,601,532 1 -f32,000 1 

Variance 

+5 

Despite the economic climate the rental target of f7,633,532 was almost met. Although 
the number of units being returned to the Council has increased there is still a demand for 
smaller units and it is in letting these that has contributed towards contributed to the actual 
rental income. 

Target Threshold Actual 

8.1 +I-0.243 5.36 

Variance 

-2.74 

Performance continues to be encouraging. Committee has been advised in relation to 
Quarter 3 of the dedicated House Sales Team. The downturn in the property market was 
also referred to in relation to quarter 3 and it continues to be the case that solicitors for 
some purchasers can settle the purchase sooner than anticipated. These factors will 
account towards the reported performance. The level of performance is not likely to be 
sustained and is partly determined by factors the Council cannot control. It is 
recommended the existing target be retained. 

Target Threshold Actual 

26 +/- 2 21.51 

8 

Variance 

4.49 



6.5 Legal Services: Average number of days for issue of licences after Board meeting 

18 

1 ~ Target I Threshold I Actual I Variance I 
+/-2 13.25 -4.75 

7. Recommendation 

7.1 It is recommended that members note the content of this report and the current position of 
the actions and indicators outlined above. 
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xecutive Director of Corporate Services 

Local Government Access to Information Act: on this report please contact John Fleming, 
Head of Central Services (Tel: 01698 302228) 
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Appendix One I 

Associated Key Action Ref No@): 

Progress Review of 2008/09 Planned Improvement Actions 

CSI.1 cs1.2 

Description of Planned Improvement Action: 
CS1 : Support changing processes of electoral representation at national and local level 

. identify opportunities to participate in 
consultations 
resource the Council to make 
informed contribution to 
consult at ions 

0 

The democratic process continuously evolves and, over the period of the plan, both the 
representational and the decision-making elements of the process will develop in line with 
experience of the operation of multi-member wards and work with the United Kingdom and 
Scottish Governments and members of the European, United Kingdom and Scottish 
Parliaments. Support and advice will be provided to achieve development of the process to 
best serve North Lanarkshire. 

Potential impact 

Council participated fully in all relevant COnSUltatiOnS 
council participated fully in all relevant consultations 

Associated Key Action Ref No(s): 

1 Implementation of changes arising from review of conduct of elections I 

cs2.1 

I2010 Final com p letion year or date: 
1 Phases or elements for 2008/09 I Anticbated outcomes I 
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Description of Planned Improvement Action: 
CS3: Review of Community Councils 

Potential impact 

Newly elected Community Councils in North Lanarkshire 

I Decision on future of Community Councils informed by the views of North Lanarkshire 

a Conduct Community Council a Community Council Elections conducted 
a Community Council information a Community Council information on updated on 

a contribute to the national a North Lanarkshire Council contributed to the national 
updated on website 

consideration of the future role of 
Community Councils 

consideration of the future role of Community 

a Report to Corporate Services 
North Lanarkshire Council response submitted to Scottish Government consultation 
document 
Community Council Elections postponed in light of anticipated national changes 

The Local Electoral Administration and Registration Services (Scotland) Act came into force in 
January 2007. This Act introduced many changes including the realignment of registration 
boundaries and the option for citizens to choose to register events in any registration office in 
Scotland. 

A review of the Registration service is required in the light of experience of statutory changes and 
new Charter Mark Standard which has recently been introduced. 

Progress or actual outcomes to 31 March 2009 

0 

Customer surveys conducted and Customer Updates published 
Joint working arrangements with Department of Work and Pensions progressed 
Ceremony Procedures reviewed and Ceremonies Brochure prepared 
Area/Registration Service Performance Report published 
Charter Mark Standards maintained and accreditation retained 
Benchmarking conducted to monitor position and gather data in respect of impact of Local 
Electoral Administration and Registration Act (Scotland) Act 2007 

Associated Key Action Ref No(s): I CS4.1 
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Description of Planned Improvement Action: 
X 5 :  Relocation of Coatbridge Registration Office 

Improved access to Coatbridge registration office for disabled, people with walking difficulties, and 
people with prams, babies and young children. 

Final completion year or date: 
Phases or elements for 2008109 

Liaison with Property Services regarding 
finalisation of office layout plans 

agree entry date 

identification and implementation of IT 
requirements 

removal of surplus furniturelequipment 

notification of relocation to Stakeholders 
including General Register Office for 
Scotland and Strathclyde Police 

production of public notices 

relocation 

official opening/press release 

2009 
Anticipated outcomes 

Improved access to Coatbridge registration 
office for disabled, people with walking 
difficulties, and people with prams, babies 
and young children. 

0 

Progress or actual outcomes to 31 March 2009 

0 Liaison with Property Services regarding finalisation of office layout plans 
0 Physical progress on construction project is proceeding 

Improved educational facilities. Deliverv of the Schools and Centres 21 Programme to reflect Best 
Value and to delivery on time and on budget 

Final completion year or date: 
Phases or elements for 2008109 

0 Framework contractors appointments 
0 Initial projects progressed on site 
0 Programme established for future phases 

Briefs for future phases developed 

nn A n 
LU IL 

0 

0 

0 

Tenders for the appointment of Framework 
Contractors approved 
Initial projects progressed on site 
Programme established for future phases 
Briefs for future phases developed 
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Tenders for the appointment of Framework Contractors approved 
Tender returns evaluated on price/quality basis 
Committee report finalised recommending appointment of 3 Framework Contractors 
In accordance with OJEU tendering procedures unsuccessful contractor debriefed 
Appointment of 3 Framework Contractors to implement schools and Centres 21 
Programme 
Framework Contractors appointed to develop the pre-construction phase of the schools 
contained within the first phase of the Programme 
The Design phase of the first 2 schools complete and site start dates identified by the 
appointed contractors 
Pre-construction (design) documentation issued for Phase 2 of Schools and Centres 21 
Programme to the Framework Contractors. 

I 

Potential impact 

DS2: Development of hand held technology relative to Corporate Property Repairs 

Improved service delivery in respect of Corporate Property Repairs 

develop performance monitoring output performance monitoring output developed 
monitor trends in performance trends in performance Monitored 

4 

Progress or actual outcomes to 31 March 2009 
Project brief developed and finalised 

System developed and implemented as a pilot scheme 

Performance monitoring of pilot scheme implemented 

DS3: Development of Performance Management for Design and Property Services 

Extension of the Performance Management system to include other contractors in respect of 
Corporate Property Repairs. Adopt the performance indicators outlined in the document ‘Value for 
Money in public sector corporate services’. This will establish a suite of indicators that will measure 
the performance of not only the Property Services Division but also the corporate property. 

Extension of performance management system to include other contractors in respect of corporate 
property repairs to establish a suite of performance indicators and further develop benchmarking. 
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develop performance monitoring outp 
monitor trends in performance 

consultation with all contractors completed 
customer satisfaction performance information is now available 
IT system development programme 
Performance monitoring/trends developed and information reported to Committee 

~~~ 

Description of Planned Improvement Action: 
HR 1 Management of Absence 

Continue to implement arrangements for managing attendance to significantly reduce sickness 
absence levels. This will also improve productivity and the quality of council services and result in 
efficiency savings. 

Potential impact 
Significant reduction in the council’s overall sickness absence levels, improvement in productivity 
and the quality of council services and resulting in efficiency savings. 

0 extended physiotherapy in place for 
employees with work and non- work 
injuries 

0 absence targets set for each service 
0 revised policy in place and 

consistently applied 
0 targeted training provided to 

managers 
0 new occupational health contract in 

place 

201 1 

comes 
0 Extended physiotherapy having 

positive impact on absence levels 
0 All services working towards achieving their 

absence targets 
0 Revised managing attendance policy 

providing a clear direction and 
assisting efforts to reduce our sickness 
absence 

0 Managers scheduled to receive 
managing attendance training have 
undertaken it 
New occupational health contract in 
place and working effectively 

Progress or actual outcomes to 31 March 2009: 
0 Reduction achieved in end of year absence figure for 2008/09 from previous financial year 

Extended Physiotherapy service incorporated into the new occupational health contract 
effective from 1 October 2008 
Absence targets set for all Services with half of the Services achieving their target 

0 The majority of managers have now undergone the targeted training on the revised 
managing attendance policy. 
New occupational health contract with new provider in place from 1 October 2008 for an 
initial two year period with the option to extend for an additional year 

hssociated Key Action Ref No@): I HR1.l HR1.2 
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Final completion year or date 
Phases or elements for 2008109 

Improved links with payroll 
Improved use of Recruitment 
Management System 
Draft action plan for implementation 
of new system 
Recognised progress towards new 
corporate HR system to replace 
existing systems currently in use 

I Associated Key Action Ref No(s): I HR2.1 HR2.2 

201 1 

Anticipated outcomes 
0 Closer integrated processes between 

Payroll and HR 
0 Extension of new recruitment management 

system 
Commencement of procurement process 
for new HR System 

Healthy Working Lives Awards (formally known as SHAW) 
Continued participation in the Healthy Working Lives scheme with a view to obtaining the 

Continuing participation in the Healthy Working Lives Scheme will provide a structured 
vehicle in which to take forward the intention to maintain both a mentally and physically 
healthy workforce. Leading to a reduction in absences 

Final completion year or date 

Commendation Award portfolio will be submitted in April 2009. 
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Description of Planned Improvement Action: 
HR4 Continuation of Single Status framework 
To continue to develop NLC conditions of service and open negotiations on grading review of craft 
workers. 

Potential impact 

Replacement of North Lanarkshire Council conditions in full of those residual conditions 
inherited from antecedent Councils. 

0 Collective Agreement achieved on assimilation of craft workers to NLC grades and 
reduction in working week to 37 hours 

0 Implementation of new terms and conditions for craft group 

0 Sub Group established to review antecedent conditions of service and develop proposals 

HR 5 
Implementation of Workforce Planning and Development Action Plan 

Potential impact 
~ 

0 The necessary skills in place to ensure effective delivery of council services. 

0 A corporate training plan will help to ensure staff have access to the training opportunities they 
need to improve skills by increasing visibility of need and matching resources to meet those 
needs. 

0 Opportunities for financial savings. 

0 Development of the role of the Head of Service. 

The development of leaders is key to the success of the change programme, and ensuring that 
the organisation benefits from effective lea 

Final completion year or date 
Phases or elements for 2008109 
Workforce Planning & Development 
Template to be completed by 
31 October 2008. 
Re-launch of corporate PRD process. 

Phase 1 of corporate training plan 
complete. 

0 Work with COG to establish priorities. 

Development of materials to support 
Heads of Service requirements. 
Phase 1 of Heads of Service 
Droaramme delivered. 

ers. 
2009 

Anticipated outcomes 
Template completed and available for 
analysis. 

0 

0 PRD launched and implementation started 
in all Services. 

0 Phase 1 of corporate training plan 
established and all training complete. 

0 Priorities established and programme 
developed around these. 

0 Materials to support programme in place. 

0 First phase of programme carried out. 
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Progress or actual outcomes to 31 March 2009: 

0 

0 

Workforce planning template revised to reflect new, simplified approach to workforce planning. 
Completed template will contribute to workforce action plan to be implemented by Dec 2009. 
Following approval of new PRD process in November, the new process has been re-launched 
and rolled out across the organisation. 
Initial work to establish corporate training plan completed through the implementation of 
targeted training strategy to support managing attendance. Requires to be consolidated into 
formal training plan. 
Consultation with COG members to establish priorities completed in September 2008. 
Phase 1 of the Heads of Service training programme delivered and associated development 
work completed. 

0 

~- 

Associated Key Action Ref No(s): I HR5.1 HR5.2 HR5.3 HR5.4 

LS1 Implementation of New Licensing System 
Implementation of new licensing system including appointment of Licensing Standards Officers - 
Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 

0 Improved community safety 

0 

Provision of guidance and mediation and 

Full compliance with Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 

icers recrui 

0 Licensing Standards Officers trained 0 Compliance with Licensing (Scotland) Act 

0 

0 

Licensing Standards Officers recruited and training completed 

Determination of conversion applications under 2005 Act now underway 

hssociated Key Action Ref No@): I LS1.1 I 
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Description of Planned Improvement Action: 

Associated Key Action Ref No(s): 

LS2 Defending the Council against Equal Pay Claims 

LS3.1 

Since September 2005 there have been a considerable number of equal pay claims made to the 
employment tribunal by employees who allege that they should have been paid more. 

Potential impact 

The Council’s defences to the claims are properly presented to the Employment Tribunal 

0 Equal pay claims defended 

Release of solicitors to deal with commercial and complex cases 

Final completion year or date: 
Phases or elements for 2008/09 

0 Establishment of team of paralegals under 
the leadership of a Principal Solicitor 

0 Training of paralegals 
0 Implementation of para legalisation of 

tenants rights transactions 
0 new service arrangements monitored 
0 opportunities for further para legalisation 

of litigation processes explored 

2009 

Para legalisation of tenants rights 
transactions 
principal solicitors empowered to sign formal 
missives, deeds and other formal 
documentation arising in tenants rights 
transactions 

0 duties of Administrative Officer reviewed 
opportunities for further para legalisation of - 

litigation processes explored 
s to 31 March 2009 Progress or actual ou.: 

0 Established team of paralegals under leadership of Principal Solicitor 
0 Training of paralegals scheduled to complete end of October 2008-09-14 full implementation of 

para legalisation of tenants rights transactions scheduled for 1 November 2008 new service 
arrangements being monitored 

0 Para legalisation of litigation processes have commenced 
0 Principal Solicitor empowered to sign formal missives, deeds on other formal documentation 

arising from tenants rights transactions 
0 Duties of Administrative Officer reviewed 
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Description of Planned Improvement Action: 

LS4 Implementation of Corporate Time Recording System in Legal Services 

Potential impact 

Introduction of time recording system in Legal Services will improve the accuracy of recharges 

Time recording system rolled out from January 2008. 
0 The recording implemented Legal Support 1 April 2008. 
0 Analysis of recording now taking place 
0 Improved accuracy of recharging costs 

Improved information to client services 

Associated Key Action Ref No(s): I LS4.1 

~ 

PSI Continuation, development and implementation of Asset Management Plan 

Potential impact 

stock 

updated 

undertaken 

Asset management plan monitored and Asset management plan monitored and 

Disposal of approved development sites Disposal of approved development sites 

Office developments progressed General Services Programme funded 

At the end of the financial year, as a result of the global economic downturn, the target was not 
met. In light of the continuing general economic outlook the 2009-10 target has been adjusted to 
E 1 .million to reflect the effect of these conditions on the property market. 
New service Asset Management Plans were produced in November 2008. 
Chief Executive staff relocated from Fleming House to Civic Square, staff moved from Civic Centre 
to Park Street to allow refurbishment to proceed, Learning & Leisure staff moved from Buchanan 
Tower to Kildonan Street. 
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Description of Planned Improvement Action: 

PS2 Implement Community Energy Partnership 

Associated Key Action Ref No(s): PS2.1 

Description of Planned Improvement Action: 

PS3 Service and People First: Office Accommodation 

Contribute to joint development at 
Coatbridge Offices starting on site this year 

Implementation of Committee report approved 6th November 2007 on re-aligning office 
accommodation to new executive services. In addition to relocating staff to better meet service 
delivery, it will also include the office moves following the completion of the new Dalziel Building . In 
addition there is the proposed new building at the Coatbridge Baths site which will result further 
office rationalisation and regeneration of the town centre. 

0 Staff more appropriately located to support 
better service delivery 

Potential impact 

Rationalisation of offices will consolidate services into better accommodation and improved 
service delivery. 

Progress or actual omes to 31 March 2009 

The joint development with NHS Lanarkshire providing a range of frontline services within the town 
centre is providing f 17 million of investment in the town centre. Work commenced last summer and 
is on schedule for completion in Spring 201 0. Once staff have relocated into the new development, 
the next stage of office rationalisation can be implemented. 

Associated Key Action Ref No(s): I PS3.1 
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Description of Planned Improvement Action: 

PS4 Corporate Asset Management - Legislative Requirements 

Phases or elements for 2008/09 
Service Improvement Review draft report 
completed 
250 asbestos surveys to be completed 

There are a number of legislative requirements that will require action over the period of this plan:- 

Anticipated outcomes 
0 Service Improvement Review completed 
0 250 asbestos surveys completed 
0 35 FRA for office accommodation Completed 

Disability Discrimination Act 2005 
0 

0 

0 

Comply with the Control of Asbestos at Work Regulations(CAWR). 
Health & Safety - Fire Risk Assessments (FRA) 
Energy Performance Certificates - initially required for all property let by the Council over 
1 ,OOOsq.m. from 2009. 

0 35 Fire Risks Assessments for office 
accommodation to be completed 

0 3 Energy Performance Certificates Issued 

environment for all who use them. 
201 1 Final completion year or date: 

0 3 Energy Performance Certificates Issued for 
each property let 

0 

0 

0 

Public access review completed for disabled access to council buildings. 
Surveys completed for asbestos and Fire Risk Assessments 
Energy Performance Certificates being produced. 

Associated Key Action Ref No(s): 1 PS4.1 

PS5 Contribute towards the Corporate Environmental Working Group 

0 Budget spent on energy saving 0 energy saving measures implemented 
measures 

Progress or actual outcomes to 31 March 2009 

31 projects completed plus 6 projects committed using CEEF and Council capital 
funding. 

Associated Key Action Ref No(s): 1 PS5.1 1 PS5.2 
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Description of Planned Improvement Action: 

PS6 Investment in Commercial Property Portfolio 
The Council currently receives approximately f 7m in rental income from its commercial property 
portfolio. Continued investment is required in order that this level of income can be maintained and 
increased. The businesses occupying the property employ around 5,000 people and so make a 
valuable contribution to the local economy. 

Potential impact 

0 Complete budget spend 

Associated Key Action Ref No(s): 1 PS6.1 

The Council has a 5 year rolling programme of disposals to meet with the requirements of its 
Capital Programme. 

services budget. Completed as part of the surplus process. 

0 At the end of the financial year as a result of the global to economic downturn the target 
was not met. In light of the continuing general economic poor position the 2009-1 0 target 
has been adjusted to €1 .million to reflect the effect of these conditions on the property 
market. 

- 

Associated Key Action Ref No(s): p S x I  
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Description of Planned Improvement Action: 

CSADI Investors in People 

Corporate Services has Investors in People status and is due for reassessment in November 2008. 
An action plan will be formulated and implemented in preparation for reassessment. North 
Lanarkshire Council aims to achieve IIP accreditation for all services in December 2008. 

Development of knowledge and staff skills in line with service requirements 

201 1 Final completion year or date: 

Mid Year PRD Review Corporate Services 

IIP Reassessment 
Progress or actual outcomes to 31 March 2009 

1 1 Corporate Services Internal Reviewers trained 

Mini Internal Review- Interviews conducted with staff from all Divisions 

Feedback Report and Action Plan produced 

PRD interviews conducted 

Mid term PRD interviews planned 

Induction revised 

IIP Action Plan implemented 

Corporate Services achieved IIP Accreditation in February 2009 

Associated Key Action Ref Nofs): 1 CSAD1.l 
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Race, Disability and Gender Equalities Schemes 

Implement Service equalities Action Plan, including contributing to the Corporate Race, Disability 
and Gender Equalities Schemes 

Potential impact 

0 

0 

Promotion of equalities issues which should be mainstreamed into the council's service 
planning process and be an integral part of the way we do our business. 
Prevention of discriminatory practices and to comply with legislative requirements 
Improved access to services and service delivery for service users 
Increased links with organisations and local groups related to equalities issues 

Associated Key Action Ref No@): 

Final completion year or date 

CSADI .2 

Phases or elements for 2008/09 

Gaps will be identified in data collection 
on the number of men and women using 
flexible working practices; leave for 
parents and carers 

0 Revised council's harassment policy to 
explicitly include employees who may be 
transsexual to be approved by Policy and 
Resources (Human Resources) Sub- 
Committee. 

201 1 
Anticipated outcomes 

0 Gaps to be identified allowing appropriate action 
to be taken 

0 Revised harassment policy to be approved and 
published 
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Appendix Two 

I Year end review of 2008109 Key Actions (by exception) 1 
The following table summarises the performance of key actions during the period 1 October 2008 to 31 
March 2009. Where the progress of a key action falls short of the level anticipated at the end of the 
financial year, then an explanatory note describing any mitigating circumstances, together with a note of 
any action that is being taken to bring the key action ‘back on track’ are provided. Similarly, where the 
progress of key actions exceeds anticipated levels of performance and outcomes, then additional 
information is provided describing the success and further actions that may have been implemented as a 
result. 

I I 

Explanatory notes relating to key actions CS4.1, CS5.1, HR5.1 where progress as at 31 March 
2009 falls short of (-) anticipated outcomes/performance/achievement: 

Review of Registration Service 

CS4.1.2 to make and put in place arrangements for secure public 
access to genealogical records and 
CS4.1.3 preparation for E-Registration 

Projected outcomes or 
impact (full year) 

Actual progress Ongoing and active liaison with General Register Office for Scotland. 
Meeting with GRO scheduled to take place on 8 May 2009. 

Due to delays in the rollout of the national project progress has not 
been made in the timescale anticipated. Explanatory note 

To continue to work with GRO to progress secure public access as 
soon as possible and prepare for E-Registration Future proposals 

Relocation of Coatbridge Registration Off ice 

Relocation of Coatbridge Registration Office Projected outcomes or 
impact (full year) 

Actual progress Progress only possible on completion of the major development of the 
Baths site. 

While physical progress is well advanced the project is not yet 
completed. Explanatory note 

Future proposals Expedite relocation on completion of physical works 
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Year end 

Projected outcomes or 
impact (full year) 

Actual progress 

Explanatory note 

Future proposals 

Projected outcomes or 
impact (full year) 

Actual progress 

Explanatory note v 
Future proposals 

Workforce Planning and Development Action Plan 

1. Workforce Planning Template complete by 31 October 2008. 

2. Phase 1 of corporate training plan complete. 

1. Workforce planning template revised to reflect new, simplified 
approach to workforce planning. Completed template will 
contribute to workforce action plan to be implemented by Dec 
2009. 

2. Initial work to establish corporate training plan completed 
through the implementation of targeted training strategy to 
support managing attendance. Requires to be consolidated 
into formal training plan. 

1. The project is delayed due to requested changes made to the 
original workforce planning template. 

2. The consolidation work has been delayed due to other 
organisational development priorities. 

Work is progressing in each of these areas with 
decisions/completions expected during 2009. 

€lOm in capital receipts 

€2,173,535 

Current economic climate has severely affected land and property 
sales. 

Due to the economic climate the target for 2009/10 has been reduced 
to f 1,000,000. 
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- 
Projected outcomes or 
impact (full year) 

Actual progress 

Explanatory note 
I 

Year end 

I Future proposals 

Key action 
Year end 

performance - 

Projected outcomes or 
impact (full year) 

Actual progress 

Explanatory note 
Future proposals 

Explanatory note 
Future proposals 

Projected outcomes or 
impact (full year) 

Actual progress 

impact (full year) 

Actual progress 

Future proposals 
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